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AN OVERVIEW OF LEGAL CONSTRAINTS

ABSTRACT

Although it is a growing industry, aquaculture production

in the United States lags far behind nations such as China,

Japan and the Soviet Union. While the development of aquacul-

ture's nutritional and economic potential has also been hin-

dered by economic and production factors, legal and regulatory

constraints are commonly perceived as the most constraining

influences.

Individual regulations may not be particularly oppressive

and may indeed be viewed as beneficial to the industry, but

our federal system of government has permitted the evolution

of a system of fragmented and overlapping local, state and fed-

eral jurisdiction over a range of areas affecting the fish

farming industry - even though not necessarily directed at it.

This study will outline the major areas of state and fed-

eral regulation affecting the aquaculture industry as well as

efforts currently being made to reduce legal and regulatory

constraints on aquaculture development.

INTRODUCTION

As sources of protein in the nation's diet, meat, poultry

and dairy products rank much higher than fish, Nevertheless,

fish landings in the United States have not increased at even

the modest rate of fish consumption. Although it has been
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1estimated that as much as 20't of the world's harvestable sup-

ply of fish can be found on the continental shelf areas adj a-

cent to our coastlines and elsewhere in the fishery conserva-

tion zone established by the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation

2and Management Act  FCMA!, most of the fish eaten by Americans

is imported. In 1976, 63% of edible fishery products were im-

ported, creating a balance of trade deficit of nearly two bil-
3

lion dollars.

While the FCMA and other laws were passed by Congress in4

an effort to increase the ability of the various segments of

the U,S. fishing industry to capitalize on the potential for

economic growth, the potential contribution of aquaculture

seems to have been treated almost as an afterthought.

Aquaculture is based on an assumption that proper manage-

ment of controlled systems, by permitting optimal use of input

.materials such as feed and energy, can provide greater yield

than is possible in unmanaged natural systems, Fish culture5

has been practiced for thousands of years, and today aquacul-
6

ture facilities provide nearly 10% of the world catch, Al-

though it is a growing industry here, producing in excess of
7

90,000 metric tons of finfish and shellfish annually, the

United States produces a negligible fraction of this percentage.

Conceptually, aquaculture is to f ishing as agriculture is
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to hunting. but one authority estimates that U.S, aquaculture

today is about where agricul.ture was three hundred years ago,

"very low in technology, but very high in promise and opportu-

nity".

Like any commercial agricultural enterprise, the typical

commercial aquaculture enterprise is confronted by an array of

federal, state and local legal requirements. Agriculture, how-

ever, has been able over the years to develop rel.atively coor-

dinated policies and programs administered by comparatively few

government agencies, Furthermore, agricultural programs for

the most part enjoy a significant level of political support.

Aquaculture has not been so fortunate. It is a relative new-

comer that does not fit neatly into existing agricultural pro-

grams and as a result is regulated at each level of government

by a number of agencies, bureaus, departments and offices; each

with traditional "turf" and a tendency to preserve the status

quo, Federal agencies are involved in programs ranging from

financial and technical assistance to regulation of health and

sanitation and environmental protection, State agencies are

al sp j nvolved in these areas as we 1 1 as wager use and f ish and

wil dlife management. Local governments usually regulate land

use and construction. The maj ority o f laws and regulations

that specifically authorize permit or control aquaculture oper-

three levels of government are involved ag each step of
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aquaculture development and operation, It is thus very easy to

find ~regulatory gaps, inconsistant policy, duplication of effort
and ove»apping jurisdiction in a maze which is in its totality

the principle regulatory barrier to the potential aquaculture

entrepreneur.

It should also be noted that "constraints" such as health

and sanitation regulations and many others are indisputably

beneficial to the industry, Few people would suggest that this

type of regulation should be made less stringent.

On reflection then, it would appear that the source of

the problems created by the legal and regulatory regime affect-

ing aquaculture has been the absence of direction and coordi-

. nation. Despite a number of well intended programs there has

been lacking a coherant national policy.

The federal government has been involved in aquaculture

programs for at least a hundred years , but it was with passage9

of the National Aquaculture Act of 1980 that Congress finally10

attempted to establish a national policy to promote the devel-

opment of aquaculture,

THE NATIONAL A UACULTURE ACT OF l 98p

An examination of the legislative history of h All

indicated that Co gress recognized the pot nt ] f

in the U, S. as well as the problems which aff th d



including economic production and legal factors which actually

inhibit the deVelOpment Of aquaCulture aS a COmmeICial Cnter'-

prise. Legal and regulatory constraints were perceived as

among the most constraining influences hindering such develop-

ment.

The Act is notable in that it does not establish another

licensing and regulatory framework, but rather establishes an.

interagency aquaculture coordinating group charged with an advi-

sory role which includes the collection and dissemination of

information as well as coordination of all federal activities

affecting aquaculture ~ The Secretaries of Agriculture, Com-

merce and Interior are required to establish a National Aqua-

culture Development Plan which includes"... programs to

analyze, and formulate proposed resolutions of the legal or
�13regulatory constraints that may affect aquaculture," Further-

more, the Secretaries are required to make a continuing assess-

ment of ". . . the economic, physical, legal, institutional and

social constraints that inhibit the development of aquaculture

in the U S,"
l4

Congress also order'ed a study to be conducted of State and

Federal regulatory restrictions to aquaculture development in

the U.S. This study was to include a literature search and. a15

descriptor ],ist identifying the parameters of the issue; a list

o f relevant current and pending state and federal regulations;



and, case studies of a number of existing aquaculture opera-

tions to determine the practical effect of regulatory restric-

tions.

This latter congressional mandate resulted in an eighteen

month research and writing effort and a six volume  unpublished!

report that specifically identifies the enormous and complex16

body of state and federal laws and regulations which either

directly or indirectly affect the development of commercial

aquaculture operations in thi s country.

According to the report there are approximately 50 f ederal

statutes  accompanied by implementing regulations! which have

a direct impact on how, when, where, and with what the fish

farmer does business and over 120 federal statutory programs
17

identified as having a significant relationship to aquaculture.

Furthermore, although researchers examined the official codes

of only 32 of the 50 states, over 1200 state laws with varying
18

degrees of impact on aquaculture development were identified.

The National Aquaculture Development Plan required under

$2803 of the Act is now in draft form and has been submitted to

the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce and Interior for

approval, and, according to the Aquaculture Coordinator at the

Department of Agriculture, could be released within the next few

months  depending on 0MB review and Congressional appropria-

tions!,
19
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These developments at the federal level since passage of

the National Aquaculture Act are encouraging, but changes in

the regulatory climate are not likely to occur overnight.

OVERVIEW OF REGULATORY CONSTRAI NTS

Despite the progress and potential for change created with

passage of the National Aquaculture Act, it is very unlikely

that any radical changes in the legal and regulatory system wil l

occur quickly. The potential aquaculturist should therefore be-

aware of the general categories of direct and indirect restric-

tions which he is likely to encounter. Many of these restric-

tions would be faced by ~an small businessman; others by anyone

seeking establishment of a water oriented enterprise; and still

others are directed particularly at the aquaculture industry.

The net effect of these regulations is the creation of a need

for considerable expenditures of time and money and the conse-

quential creation of an atmosphere which discourages investment

in the industry.

The following general categories of regulation should be
/

considered by the potential aquaculture entrepreneur . 'land

regulation; water< regulation; pollution+fish and fisheries
management; facility/hatchery'management; and, processing opera-

tions, Additionally, the areas of commercial/financial regula-

tion and labor policy have been identified as legal constraints

but these areas are best treated from an economic and marketing



perspective, Obviously there is a good deal of overlap among

these areas, and, particularly in the areas of land and water

regulation, all three levels of government - federal, state and

local - become involved in one degree or anothex,

Land Re ulation

In the eighteenth century, the elder Pitt declaimed that

"the poorest man in his cottage could defy the King - storms

may enter; the rain may entex' - but the King of England cannot

enter," Following the American Revolution and well into the�20

twentieth century, the only limitations placed on a person' s

use of private property were common law limitations such as

those prohibiting uses construed to be public or private nui-

sances. The door was figuratively opened to the King in 1926,

when the Supreme Court held that the sovereign power - the state

has the authority to restrict and regulate private px'operty

rights when such regulation is for the protection of the public

health, safety, mox'mls gr genex al welfaxe, Zoning is now21

the most widely employ'ed fox'm of land use control, Commonly

delegated by the state to county or local authorities, a zoning

ordinance is valid to control the use of private land unless it

i~ found to be unreasonable, arbitrary, discriminatory or con-

fiscatory. The state retains oversight authority over ordi-

nances passed by county a.nd municipal authorities, and the pri-

vate landowner is further protected by the 5th Amendment to the
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federal constitution, That amendment prohibits the government

 federal, state or local! from taking private land for public

purposes without payment of just compensation� . Such a taking

is easy to find when the government wants the land to build a

highway or a dam, but the question of takings is not so clear�
22cut where the government limits or prohibits a use of land.

Very often, the acquisition and use of land as an aqua-

culture facility is a new use; not contemplated by zoning

a.uthorities and not designated under guidelines of a local mas-

ter plan. The aquaculture developer is then faced with obtain-

ing a variance or an amendment to the zoning cade - both time

consuming and potentially costly endeavors. Development con-

straints may also occur where uncertainty persists as to whether

aquaculture is an agricultural or an industrial use, Further-

more, the aquaculturist, like any other deve loper, must comply

with permitting requirements of building codes and construction

standards.

B. Coastal Zone Mana ement

Ln 1972, after consideration of a national land use law,
23

Congress passed the Coastal Zone Management Act ~CZMA!

CZMA established a system of federal grants as incentives for

individual states to develo p enforceable programs for land and

water use planning in the coastal zone, The CZMA defines the

coastal zone as o ~,, the coastal waters and the adj acent
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shorelands strongly influenced by each other and in proximity

to the shorelines of the several coastal states and includes

transitional and intertidal areas, salt marshes, wetlands

�24
and beaches."

In order to obtain the federal grants, the state must es-

tablish an approved program which provides means to administer

coastal zone land and water use regulations, control develop-

ment, and provide for a system of conflict resolution among

competing uses. Although participation in the federal program

is voluntary, most states now have approved coastal zone man-

25agement programs. Since the CZMA encourages rational, mixed

use in the coastal zone, it is not disadvantageous to the aqua-

culturist - water dependent uses are generally encouraged.

Most often, the coastal zone management programs are based

on a "networking" of existing statutes. In New Jersey for exam-

ment of Environmental Protection manages the coastal zone are

26 27the Waterfront Development Law, the Wetlands Act, and the

Coastal Area Facility Review Act  CAFRA!,28

Installation of a new dock, pier, bulkhead or mooring in a

tidal water body will require a waterfront development permit.

An application for such a permit must contain engineering draw-
29ings prepared by a l,icensed professional engineer and a site



plan and survey depicting existing and proposed structures on

the site, property lines and mean high and mean low water lines.

A wetlands permit is required for regulated activities on

coastal wetlands, Such activities include excavation of small

boat mooring slips, maintenance or repair of bridges, roads ox.

highways, and construction of piers, catwalks, docks, landings

and observation decks, Ln addition, a wetlands permit  Type 8!

is required for the installation of utilities, excavation for

boat channels and mooring basins, construction of im oundments

and sea walls, water diversion, and the use of pesticides.

CAFRA authorizes the Department of Environmental Protection

to regulate and approve the location, design and construction

of majox facilities in an ax ea which includes the bulk of the

states's coastal zone, Among the facilities regulated by CAFRA

and requiring a pexmit ax'e all food and food by-product facili-

30ties. A CAFRA permit application  and a Type 8 wetlands per-

mit application as well! must contain an Environmental Impact

Statement  ElS! . State regulations require the EIS for a CAFRA

pex'mit to include: an inventory of existing environmental con-

ditions at the proj ect site and in the suxrounding region which

shall describe aix quality, water quality, water supply, hydrol-

ogy, geology, soils, topography, vegetation, wildlife, aquatic

organisms, ecology, demography, land use, aesthetics, history

and archaeology; a project descxiption which shall specify what
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is to be done and how it is to be done during construction and

operation; a listing of all licenses, permits or other approv-

als as required by law and the status of each; an assessment of

the probable impacts of the project; a listing of adverse envi-

ronmental impacts which cannot be avoided; steps to be taken to

minimize adverse environmental impacts during construction and

operation, both at the proj ect site and in the surrounding

region; alternatives to all or any part of the project with

reasons for their acceptability or unacceptability; and, a

reference list of pertinent published information relating to
31the project, the project site, and surrounding region,

Before becoming involved in the permitting process, the

applicant should be aware that a valid tidelands instrument 32

must be obtained prior to submitting an application for any of

the three previously mentioned permits,

Tidelands are those lands which are now or were formerly

flowed by the tides - the area between mean high water and mean

low water, On flat, coastal plain areas  such as New Jersey!

the amount of acreage can be enormous, Without a valid tide-

lands instrument a person occupying tidelands has the legal

status of a trespasser; the state is entitled to obtain the fair

market value of such land and the fair market rental value for

the period during which i,t was illegally occupied,
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In order to obtain a tidelands grant, lease or license the

applicant must submit a current survey, prepaxed by a licensed

surveyor, showing the upland property, the boundaries of the

tidelands areas applied for, the location of the mean high water

line, the depth of the waterway at mean low water, the names of

adjoining property owners, a diagram of proposed or existing

structures within the area; and, a certificate of title signed

by an attorney or title company representative showing that the

applicant owns the upland property or has the permission of the-
33

upland owner to apply for the conveyance,

There has been some movement towards streamlining the sys-

tem, The Office of Cultural and Environmental Sexvices coordi-

nates the review of major development proposals likely to require

more than one DEP-administered permit ~ The Office of Business

Advocacy in the State Department of Commerce helps developers

determine which state permits are needed, Pxe-application con-

ferences are encouraged and potential developers are advised at

an eaxly stage whethex a proposal is likely to be approved or

what modifications would enhance the likelihood of approval,

Water and Pollution Re ulation

Although jurisdictional boundaries on land are easier to

identify than water boundaries, it is not terribly difficult to

clarify these jurisdictional lines, Inland watex's - rivers,

stx'earns, lakes and groundwater normally are regulated by the
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states subject to reserved rights of navigation and water qual-

ity preservation vested in the federal government, That ocean34

area within three miles of a coastal state is known as the

35
territorial sea and is also within state jurisdiction. Sea-

ward of the territorial sea out to 200 miles off the coast is

36
administered by the federal government. The high seas are

govexned by international law; both customary and treaty law.

ln identifying the water xesources necessary to an aqua-

culture operation and assuring a sufficient supply, it is nec-

essary to determine the ownership or control of that water, In

most circumstances water is considered a public resource and as

such competition for that resource potentially involves shipping,

waste disposal, commercial and recreational fishing, and boating

interests, Here again, statutory silence about water use for

aquaculture could be viewed as a legal constraint.

Riparian rights in most states include rights of access to

and from the water, "wharfing out" x ights, and preference in de-

velopment of adjacent submerged land, 37

However, the law regarding issues of riparian and littoral

water rights is complex. The aquaculturist must he aware of

applicable state laws dealing with acquisition of such rights,

and must insure that the aquaculture operation does not unduly

infringe on the rights of other riparian owners.



Hater pollution can be either a threat to stock or a by-

product of aquaculture operations  or both!, Purthermore, the

potential fish farmer will find that siting options are limited;

often due to illegal discharges and less than stringent enforce-

ment of existing regulations, On the other hand, the aquacul-

turist will find that the discharge of effluents from ponds and

raceways will normally require a permit,

~An discharge of a pollutant from a point source into U,S,

waters is prohibited unless made pursuant to a National Pollu-

tant Discharge Elimination System  NPDES! permit, These permi s

38
are issued under authority of the Clean Hater Act and imple-

menting regulations by the Environmental Protection Agency
39

 EPA! or a state agency delegated permit program authority by

the EPA,

40Accor ding to the regulatory constraints report, fish

farmers argue that EPA regulations are unduly restrictive in that

they fail to distinguish between biodegradable wastes produced

by fish hatcheries, and chemical wastes produced by industry,

They also complain that the beneficial effects of fish waste

nutrients is not considered, nor the flushing effect of tidal

waters in some locations,

ln making a determination that an aquaculture facility is

a "point source" requiring a NPDES permit, regulations require

an on site inspection of the location and quality of receiving
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waters, holding, feeding and production capacity of the facil-

ity, and, the quantity and nature of the pollutants reaching
4lwaters of the U, S, Aquaculture applicants must provide this

information to the EPA and must report quantitative data on

effluent characteristics of the same kind as manufacturing,

commercial, mining and silvicultural discharges,

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act authorizes the U,S. Army

Corps of Engineers to regulate the discharge of dredged or fill
42materials into waters of the U, S, Curiously, the guidelines

for issuing these permits are Section 404  b!  I! guidelines

issued by EPA. Responsibility for the program is thus split be-

tween the Corps and EPA, Any construction of dams or dikes in

navigable waters; any activities that alter the course, condi-

tion, location or capacity of navigable waters, and, all trans-

portation of dredged materials for dumping into ocean waters re-

quire permits. A privately owned waterway might come within the

legal- definition--of �".navigabLe.~terr. of the. U.S." �43

In addition to the Corps and EPA, the Fish and Wildlife

Service of' the Department of the Interior and the National Marine

Fisheries Service of the Department of Commerce may be given the

opportunity to review and comment on dredge and fill applications
where fish and wildlife resources could be affected.
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Facilit Hatcher Mana ement and Processin

Having obtained the necessary land use, siting, water use

and pollution permits, and having complied with applicable

federal, state and local business and tax regulations, the fish

farmer must consider the spectrum of public health and sanita-

tion regulations which affect the heart of an aquaculture opera-

tion. These regulations might present major obstacles arising

from biological or chemical contamination of water, pharma-

ceutical residues from commercial feeds or water additives, and

diseases in the fish. Pesticides, herbicides and chemicals
44

used for predator control in aquaculture operations are ~strictl

regulated at each level of government. Even so, as a recent

45
report of the NJDEP Office of Cancer and Toxic Substances

makes painfully evident, fish represent various risks to con-

sumers since they directly reflect the character of the environ-

ment from which they originate.

An absolute need for quality aquaculture .raised fish prod-

ucts raises issues of fish disease control for the fish farmer's

The Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act  FDCA! requires that drugs or4$

chemicals used on fish must be registered and approved by the

Food and Drug Administration  FDA! of the Department of Health

and Human Services. Approval of such chemicals and pharmaceu-

ticals requires a rigid and highly specific FDA certification

process; one which might cost years of research and millions of
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dollars. Within the FDA the Bureau of Veterinary Medicine, the

Bureau of Foods and the Bureau of Toxi co logy review applica-

and for aquaculture purposes the Fish and Wildlife Ser-

would also become involved in the review process.

Because of the probable high cost in time and money in-

vOlved in obtaining FDA certification, and because aquaculture

operations present a relatively small market, private industry

to date has not made the investment in research and development

which would provide an adequate battery of pharmaceuticals and

chemicals for the fish farmer's

Another facet of the FDA drug reg istration process which

presents a constraint to the aquaculture industry is the fact

that the process applies to the use of a drug, not to the drug

itself. The current system requires separate studies and re-

egistration for use on separate speci es. A drug approved for

use on trout would not automatically be approved for use on

almon. The constraining effect of this process is obvious,

hut the FDA has consistently rej ected proposals that some drugs

be given "blanket appro val" for a variety of species and uses.

The net result presents a dilemna to the fish farmer: by

not using unregistered chemicals, valuable fish stock will be

lost to parasites and disease; by using unregist.er'ed chemicals

with known therapeutic v lue. the aquacu]turist risks being in

violation of federal regulations.
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Food additives must likewise be cleared for safety by the

FDA before use in processing packaging, transporting or holding

fish products' Adulterating or misbranding any food or drug is
47illegal, and for purposes of the FDCA a food is adulterated if

contains any poisonous or deleterious substance which

may render it injurious to health." Proving the safety of a�48

given substance also requires extensive testing.

Finally, since an aquaculture facility is normally an inte-

grated operation, the prospective aquaculturist should be aware

that both state health agencies and the FDA specify design and

construction requirements of processing plants as well as opera-

t ional procedures to insure a safe and wholesome product.

Fish and Fisheries Mana ement

The government agencies chiefly responsible for develop-

iuent and implementation of f isheries management programs are the

National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! of the U.S. Department

of Commerce, the Fish and Wi ldl i fe Service  FKS! of the U. S.

Department of Interior, and the fifty corresponding state agen-

cies. These agencies are responsible for the conservation and

maintenance of healthy stocks of fish in health habitats for

commercial and recreational fishing.

Congressman John F ~ Lacey of iowa introduced the original
49Lacey Act of 1900 to assist individual states in protecting

wildlife, chiefly bird and animal species, from illegal
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interstate traffic, The Act provided for federal jurisdiction

over such species, moved beyond originating state jurisdiction.

The Black Bass Act of 1926, based on the same philosophy,50

was ultimately expanded to cover all species of fish. The

illegal movement of fish across state  and national! boundaries

was identified by Congress as an increasing problem involving
51tremendous illegal profits, and the Lacey Act amendments of

1981 consolidated and strengthened the applicable laws.

The Lacey Act is aimed at the protection of wildlife, the

restriction of importation of non � indigenous  potentially harm-

ful! species, and the control of animal, bird and fish diseases

and parasites. It is not aimed at constraining the aquaculture

industry, although aquaculturists are subject to the law. The

importation, exportation and transportation of wildlife is re-

stricted, both by the federal Act and by applicable laws and

regulations of the individual states. The term "f'ish or wild-

life" means any fish, . . . whether or not bred, hatched,

The potential aquaculturist must therefore make certain that

or barn in captivity" which is normally found in a wild state,

and including any part, product, egg or offspring there-

of." Anyone who knowingly receives, acquires or purchases any�53

prohibited species is liable under the Act for a civil penalty

of up to $10,000 or criminal penalties af up to $20,000 or54

55five years in prison or both,
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the necessary state permits; hatchery permits, stocking permits,

etc., are obtained before acquiring eggs, fingerlings or brood

stock which travels in interstate commerce.

CONCLUSIONS

is not necessarily individual laws or regulations that

constrain the aquaculture industry, it is the enormous weight

of numbers of regulations. Movement toward a coordinated fed-

eral program is taking place, particularly since passage of the

National Aquaculture Act of l980. At the very least this Act

has resulted in the identification and compilation of specific

regulatory constraints.

A major and integral part of the federal aquaculture

effort mandated by the National Aquaculture Act was the cre-

ation of a Sea Grant Aquaculture Plan. By terms of a Memo-56

randum of Understanding signed by representatives of the Depart-

ments of Agriculture, Commerce and Interior, the Commerce De-

partment was assigned responsibility for aquaculture research

and development on marine, estuarine, anadrymous and Great

Lakes species. The Sea Grant Aquaculture Plan was written pur-

suant to this responsibility.

The Plan outlines the goal of the National Sea Grant Pro-

gram to establish a sound scientific basis and to disseminate

knowledge gained by 14 years of Sea Grant sponsored research

to ensure development o«strong national aquaculture industry.
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The Plan identifies the major problem ar eas addressed in this

paper as public policy constraints and suggests an obvious need

for additional research to develop workable approaches to re-
57

moval or reduction of such constraints .

The greatest number of regulations exist at the state level

however, and few states have even considered a coordinated ap-

roach to aquaculture regulation. There is some movement in that
58direction on the part of individual states, but it is too

early to accurately measure the success of such programs.

For these reasons, and for the indefinite future, the

potential aquaculture entrepreneur is l ikely to be engaged in a

frustrating, time consuming and expensive regulatory process.
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